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Abstract. Educational assessments occasionally require “uniform test
forms” for which each test form consists of a diﬀerent set of items, but
the forms meet equivalent test speciﬁcations (i.e., qualities indicated by
test information functions based on item response theory). For uniform
test assembly, one of most important issues is to increase the number
of assembled tests. This study proposes a new algorithm, RIPMCP, to
improve the number of assembled tests. RIPMCP applies a maximum
clique algorithm and integer programming for assembling uniform tests.
RIPMCP requires less computational space resources, thus, the proposal
can assemble a greater number of tests than the previous methods on the
same computational environment. Finally, we demonstrate the advantage
of the proposal using simulated and actual data.
Keywords: Uniform test assembly · Maximum clique problem · Integer
programming

1

Introduction

ISO/IEC 23988:2007 [6] is a global standard on the use of IT to deliver assessments to the examinees, and it recommends the use of uniform test forms, which
are also called parallel test forms to secure the test reliability. Uniform test forms
are the set of test forms for which each form comprises a diﬀerent set of items
but which must have equivalent speciﬁcations such as equivalent amounts of test
information based on the item response theory [1,8], equivalent question area,
equivalent average test score, and equivalent time limits. By providing diﬀerent
forms for each examinee, the e-testing systems employing uniform tests protect
the security of tests and test items. Thus, the number of tests should be larger
than the number of examinees, and one of most important issues in uniform test
assembly is to increase the number of assembled tests.
To increase the number of assembled tests, Ishii and Ueno proposed a maximum clique problem (MCP) for test assemblies [4,5]. MCP is a combinational optimization in a graph. They proposed a graph in which the vertices
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are described as the generated tests and the edges are the satisfaction of the
testsf constraints. In this graph, the maximum clique indicates the uniform tests
with the maximum number of tests. From extracting the maximum clique, these
methods assemble a greater number of uniform tests than any other traditional
method [9–11]. However, these methods have a major computational space cost.
Thus, there the number of assembled tests is restricted by the calculation cost.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm, RIPMCP, to reduce the computational space cost and to increase the number of assembled tests. RIPMCP is a
similar algorithm to the previous algorithm [4,5]. The major diﬀerence between
RIPMCP and the previous algorithm is that RIPMCP generates graph structures
for maximum clique searching by solving the integer programming. From this
graph generation, RIPMCP can assemble tests with lower computational space
cost than the previous method [4,5]. Thus, RIPMCP can assemble a greater number of assembled tests than the previous methods using the same computational
environment. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can utilize the item pool more
eﬃciently than traditional methods. Finally, we demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
the proposed methods using simulated and actual data.

2

Item Response Theory

Many previous studies (such as [4,5,9–11]) use item response theory (IRT) [1,8]
to measure the quality of tests for uniform test assembly. This section provides
IRT equations to prepare the later description.
IRT, which describes the relation between item characteristics and examinee abilities, can measure examinee abilities on the same scale even when the
examinees are taking diﬀerent tests. For IRT, uij denotes the response of item
i (= 1, . . . , n) on examinee j (= 1, . . . , m) as
⎧
⎨ 1 If the jth examinee answers
ith item correctly,
uij =
⎩
0 Otherwise.
In the two-parameter logistic model which is one of the most popular IRT
models, the probability of a correct answer to item i by examinee j with ability
θj ∈ (−∞, ∞) is assumed as
pi (θj ) ≡ p(uij = 1|θj ) =

1
,
1 + exp(−1.7ai (θj − bi ))

where ai ∈ [0, ∞) is the ith item’s discrimination parameter, and bi ∈ (−∞, ∞)
is the ith item’s diﬃculty parameter. This probability is called the item characteristic curve (ICC).
Using this probability, we can deﬁne the item reliability that measures how
accurately the item can estimate the examinee’s ability levels θ. The ith item
reliability Ii (θj ) based on the two-parameter logistic model is deﬁned as
Ii (θ) = a2i pi (θ)(1 − pi (θ)).
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This function is a Fisher information metric calculated from the ICC. Furthermore, on the condition called the local independence, the probability of one item
being used is not related to any other item(s) being used and that response to
an item is each and every examinees’ independent decision, the test reliability
of tests is described as the sum of the information functions of the items in the
test form. The test information function IT est (θ) of a test T est is deﬁned as

IT est (θj ) =
Ii (θj ).
i∈T est

By using this measure, a test administrator can estimate how accurate a
test form is. In traditional uniform test assembly methods (e.g. [9,11]), the test
information function is treated discretely: the test information function has been
compared on some points Θ = {θ1 , . . . , θk , . . . , θK } in ability level θ. In this
paper, we treat the test information function in the same way.

3

Maximum Clique Algorithm for Uniform Test
Assembly

Ishii and Ueno proposed the MCP for uniform test assembly [4,5]. The clique
problem is a combinational optimization in graph theory [2,7]. A graph is represented as a pair G = {V, E}, where V denotes a set of vertices, and E denotes
a set of edges. The clique problem seeks a special structure called the clique
from a given graph. A clique is a set of vertices for which each pair of vertices
is connected. The MCP searches for the clique which has the maximum number
of vertices in the given graph. Letting G = {V, E} be a ﬁnite graph and letting
C ⊆ V be the clique, then the MCP is formally deﬁned as follows:
maximize |C|
subject to
∀v, w ∈ C, {v, w} ∈ E
(clique constraint).

(1)

In this study [5], they employed the MCP to search for the maximum number
of uniform tests. In general, uniform tests are deﬁned as a set of tests that has
following speciﬁcations:
1. any test satisﬁes all test constraints;
2. any two tests satisfy the overlapping constraint. (i.e. any two test forms have
fewer overlapping items than the allowed number in the overlapping constraint).
Accordingly, the assembling of the maximum number of uniform test forms
can be described as the maximum clique extraction from the following corresponding graph:


s : s ∈ S, Feasible test ssatisﬁes all test constraints
V =
except for the overlapping constraint from a given item pool

E = {s, s } : The pair of s and s’satisﬁes the overlapping constraint .
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Here, the test constraints include a constraint for the number of items and
a test information function. Letting Lθk be a lower bound and letting Uθk be a
upper bound for test information function on IT est (θk ), a constraint for the test
information function is written as the following equation:
Lθk ≤ IT est (θk ) ≤ Uθk .

(2)

In addition, if we let O be the allowed number in the overlapping constraint
and both s and s be tests which are the sets of items, the overlapping constraint
is deﬁned as follows:
∀s, ∀s ∈ V,


|s ∩ s | ≤ O.

(3)
(4)

The proposed MCP seeks the maximum set of feasible test forms in which
any two test forms satisfy the overlapping constraint. Therefore, this set of tests
is the maximum number of uniform tests from a given item pool.

Fig. 1. Maximum clique algorithm for uniform test assembly.

Figure 1 presents an example of uniform test form assembly using the MCP.
The graph G has six feasible test forms T1–T6 with nine satisfactions of the overlapping constraint and the maximum uniform tests Cmax = {T1, T2, T3, T4},
that is the maximum number of tests in which any pair of tests satisﬁes the
given overlapping constraint.
Unfortunately, this problem for assembling uniform tests cannot be solved
exactly because it has heavy computational time and space costs. To solve the
problem, in previous work [5] an approximate algorithm called RndMCP was
proposed.
This algorithm has the following three parameters for computational costs:
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C1 is the number of feasible tests assembled in Step 1;
C2 is the time limit of Step 3;
C3 is the total time limit of the test assembly.
This algorithm contains the following four stpdf.
Step 1: This step assembles C1 feasible tests, and stores those tests.
Step 2: This step builds graph structures by checking the number of overlapping items between any two stored tests. If the number of overlapping items
between two vertices (tests) is less than a given O, those vertices are connected.
Step 3: This step extracts the maximum clique from the structure built by Step
2. Step 3 is aborted by the calculation time C2 . By comparing the size of
the extracted clique and current maximum clique, this step stores the larger
clique as the current maximum clique.
Step 4: If the calculation time is less than C3 , go to Step 1; otherwise return
the current maximum clique.
RndMCP repeatedly extracts the maximum number of uniform tests from a
subgraph of the global corresponding graph. Therefore, in the case where C1 is
larger than the size of the maximum clique in the global corresponding graph,
RndMCP asymptotically extracts the maximum clique as the maximum number
of uniform test forms from the global corresponding graph.
The computational time cost of RndMCP is C3 and the space cost is O(C1 2 ).
Therefore, it is possible to extract uniform tests in a limited computing environment by controlling computational time and space costs.
However, when this algorithm assembles |C| uniform tests, this algorithm
requires at least O(|C|2 ), because the extracted uniform tests are a subset of the
C1 tests assembled by Step 1. Therefore, this algorithm has a problem of requiring a calculation cost proportional to the square of the number of conﬁguration
tests.

4

Uniform Test Assembly Using the Maximum Clique
Algorithm and Integer Programming

To reduce the computational space cost and to increase the number of assembled
tests, we propose a new algorithm: RIPMCP. By employing integer programming
to generate a subgraph, the proposal divides the extraction of the maximum
clique from the global graph into repeated extractions from subgraphs.
In the corresponding graph, the edges describe the satisfactions of the overlapping constraint which implies that there are fewer overlap items between two
connected vertices. Therefore, the searching of a vertex connected with a certain
vertex becomes an optimization problem with a constraint for the connection.
RIPMCP has the same constraint parameters for computational costs as Ishii
and Ueno’s method [4,5], and contains the following ﬁve stpdf.
Step 1: This step sets the current searching clique Q as empty, and the current
maximum clique Qmax as empty.
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Fig. 2. Integer programming problem for assembling the feasible test.

Step 2: This step assembles C1 tests by solving the integer programming problem. Figure 2 shows the integer programming problem. This problem contains
the test constraints and overlapping constraints. The solution vertex (test)
is feasible and has fewer overlapping items between each test in the current
searching clique. Then, this step stores those tests.
Step 3: This step builds graph structures by checking the number of overlapping items between any two stored tests. If the number of overlapping items
between two vertices (tests) is lower than a given O, those vertices are connected.
Step 4: This step extracts the maximum clique from the structure built by Step
3. Step 4 is aborted by the calculation time C2 . Then, this step adds the
maximum clique solution to the current searching clique Q. By comparing
the size of the current searching clique Q and the current maximum clique
Qmax , this step stores the larger clique as the current maximum clique Qmax .
Step 5: If the calculation time is less than C3 , go to Step 2; otherwise output
the current maximum clique Qmax . If the integer programming is in Step 2,
go to Step 1.
RIPMCP is similar to the RndMCP algorithm. RndMCP randomly assembles
feasible tests as vertices and searches for the maximum clique from those vertices.
The proposal randomly assembles feasible tests but those tests are connected to
all vertices in the current searching clique Q. Thus, Q∪ the clique in those
feasible tests is also the clique in the global corresponding graph. Then, the
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Fig. 3. Searching image of the proposed method.

proposal searches for the maximum clique from those vertices, and adds that
maximum clique to the current searching clique Q.
Figure 3 presents a searching image of the proposal. In Fig. 3, the search
will be conducted in the order (a)→(b)→(c)→(d). First, the proposed method
sets Q := φ and randomly assembles the C1 tests V that satisfy the given
test constraint by solving the integer programming problem. Then, the method
constructs the corresponding graph G by checking the overlap constraint among
assembled tests in V . In Fig. 3(a), the proposal searches for the maximum clique
in the random tests V . The proposal adds the found clique to the current clique
Q. For the ﬁrst time, this step is the same as the ﬁrst step of the RndMCP
method.
Next, the proposal assembles the C1 tests V that satisfy the test constraint
and the overlap constraint between all tests in the current clique Q by solving the
integer programming problem. Then, the proposal constructs the graph structure
and extracts the maximum clique in the graph. In case (b), a vertex in the found
clique MCQ(V ) has edges to all vertices in the current clique Q. Therefore,
Q ∪ MCQ(V ) is a clique in the global corresponding graph. Thus, the method
sets Q ∪ MCQ(V ) as the next current clique Q.
Third, the proposed method tries to assemble the C1 tests V in the same way.
However, in case (c), the integer programming problem has no solution. In other
words, the current clique Q is the maximal clique in the global corresponding
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graph. To repeat these stpdf, the proposed method tries to search for the maximum cliques. Then, this algorithm initializes Q = φ (case (d)), and repeats those
stpdf.
The computational cost of the proposal is the same as RndMCP. The computational time is C3 and the space cost is O(C1 2 ). However, the extracted
uniform tests are not subsets of the C1 tests assembled by Step 2. Therefore,
when this algorithm assembles |C| uniform tests, this algorithm requires O(|C|)
space cost for storing clique vertices.

5

Experiments

To demonstrate the advantage of our proposal, we conducted an experiment.
We compared the number of assembled test forms of our proposal with those of
traditional methods [5,9–11].
We compared each method with the simulated and actual item pools that
have 500–2000 items. The items in the simulated item pools have the discrimination parameter a and the diﬃculty parameter b based on IRT. We set the
discrimination parameter a as log2 a ∼ N (0, 12 ), and the diﬃcultly parameter
b ∼ N (0, 12 ). Table 1 shows the details of the actual item pools.
We set the test constraints as follows.
1. The test includes 25 items.
2. The allowed numbers of overlapping items are 0 and 10.
The information constraint is described by the lower and upper bounds of the
test information function I(θk ) and are listed in Table 2.
Table 1. Details of the actual item pool.
Item pool size Parameter a
Range
Mean SD
978

0.12–3.08 0.43

Parameter b
Range
Mean SD

0.20 −4–4.55 −0.22 1.16

Table 2. Constraints for test assembly.
I(θ) (Lower bound/Upper bound)
θ = −2.0 θ = −1.0 θ = 0
2/2.4

3.2/3.6

θ = 1.0 θ = 2.0

3.2/3.6 3.2/3.6 3.2/3.6

We used a time limitation of test assembly of 24 h for all methods. For
RndMCP [5] and our proposal, we determined the computational cost constraint
C1 as 100,000, C2 as 3 h, and C3 as 24 h. For BST [11] and our proposal, We
used CPLEX [3] for the integer programming problem.
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Table 3. The numbers of assembled tests for
each methods.
item pool
size
500
1000
2000
978 (actual)

OC
0
5
0
5
0
5
0
5

BST
12
20
21
40
53
80
24
39

GA
3
23
4
17
8
22
9
283

BA
5
96
6
104
12
104
9
371

RndMCP
10
4380
17
46,305
32
96,876
16
40,814

Table 4. The number of assembled
tests in 168 h.

RIPMCP
18
20,547
33
58,760
69
102,666
35
55,658

2000
978 (actual)

OC
5
10
5
10

RndMCP
96,949
99,999
45,955
99,999

RIPMCP
134,383
136,318
96,787
132,451

In the table, “BST” denotes big shadow method [11], “GA” denotes [10],
“BA” denotes [9], and “RndMCP” denotes [5]. Our proposal is listed as
“RIPMCP”.
Table 3 shows the number of test forms assembled using our proposal and
the traditional methods for the item pool size and the overlapping constraint. In
traditional methods, with the exception of “OC = 0” cases, RndMCP assembles a
greater number of test forms than the other methods. This is because the aim of
BST, GA, and BA is not to maximize the number of assembled tests. In the case
of “OC = 0,” BST assembles a greater number of tests than RndMCP. Moreover,
in the case of “item pool size = 2000, OC = 5,” the number of assembled tests
by RndMCP converged to 100,000. The reasons were that the C1 size was too
small for this test assembly setting.
On the other hand, the proposal assembled a greater number of tests than
RndMCP in all cases. In more detail, the diﬀerence in the number of tests
between RndMCP and our proposal was small in the situation that the number
of assembled tests are nearly 100,000. This might be caused by the fact that the
integer programming in our proposal takes a lot of time when the number of
assembled tests is large. Moreover, the number of assembled test by RndMCP
does not exceed C1 ; therefore, setting a larger time limit might increase the
diﬀerence in the number of tests between RndMCP and our proposal in that
situation.
To conﬁrm this, ﬁnally we compared the number of assembled tests by
RndMCP and our proposal, under the situation of setting the time limit as
168 h (7 days). For RndMCP [5] and our proposal, we determine the computational cost constraint C1 as 100,000, C2 as 3 h, and C3 as 168 h (7 days). We
examined item pools sizes 2000 and 978 and OC = 5 and 10.
Table 4 lists the number of assembled tests at time 168 h for both methods.
Figure 4 plots the number of assembled tests for calculation time in the situation
of item pool size 2000 and OC = 5. From Table 4 and Fig. 4, the proposed method
can assemble a greater number of tests than RndMCP, and the diﬀerence in the
number of assembled tests might increase with calculation time. In all situations,
the number of assembled tests by RndMCP did not increase with calculation
time; however, the number of assembled tests using our proposal did increase.
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Fig. 4. Relation between the calculation time and the number of assembled tests.

6

Conclusion

We have proposed an algorithm that assembles a greater number of uniform
tests than traditional methods. The proposal applies integer programming and
the MCP for assembling uniform tests.
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, we have conducted
an experiment using simulated and actual data. To summarize the results, the
proposed method assembled a greater number of uniform tests than the traditional methods. Moreover, the results suggested that the diﬀerence in numbers of
assembled tests between proposal and Ishii and Ueno’s method [5] was increased
by extending the calculation time.
Future works will include assessing this method in practical uses, and improving the algorithm to increase the number of assembled tests.
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